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SHE MAPS
LEARNING
SOLUTION
She Maps believes that STEM
education taught correctly in
schools will create a digitally
enabled workforce.
We know that integrating Digital
Technology into classrooms can be
a challenge. Therefore, our Learning
Solution is designed to give
teachers the knowledge of how to
embed it into the curriculum, with
high quality resources and support
to build teacher confidence.

Integrated Skills
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STEM

YEAR 5 – 8
YEAR 7 – 10
YEAR 10 – INDUSTRY

CLASSROOM DRONE
ESSENTIALS

MAP MY
SCHOOL

DRONE MAPPING
ESSENTIALS

Digital Technologies
• Knowledge & Understanding

Digital Technologies
• Knowledge & Understanding

Technologies – Senior Secondary
• State Dependent

• Processes & Production Skills

• Processes & Production Skills

HASS
• Inquiry & Skills (Year 5/6)

HASS
• Inquiry & Skills

• Geographical Inquiry & Skills
(Year 7/8)

Geography Year 7 – 10
• Geographical Inquiry & Skills

Science
• Science as a Human
Endeavour

Science
• Science as a Human
Endeavour

• Science Inquiry Skills

• Science Inquiry Skills

Geography – Senior Secondary
• Geographical Inquiry & Skills

Science – Senior Secondary
• Earth & Environmental
Science

General Capabilities
Literacy / Numeracy / ICT Capability / Critical & Creative Thinking
Personal & Social Capability / Ethical Understanding / Intercultural Understanding
CODING

LITERACY

NUMERACY
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LET’S
RE-IMAGINE
STEM

SOPHISTICATED
PROBLEM SOLVERS

TALENTED CREATIVE
THINKERS

• Critical and creative
thinking

• Critical and creative
thinking

• Computational thinking

• Enterprise skills

• Inquiry skills

• Innovation

• Intellectual curiosity

• Design thinking

• Design thinking

We believe that integrating STEM
into the classroom has become
confusing for some teachers.
Should it be a separate subject?
Is it cross-curricular and if so,
what does that look like?
We want to re-imagine STEM and
start with the outcome we want
to achieve – to develop a digitally
enabled workforce. There are lots
of buzzwords out there, but let’s
keep it simple. STEM is four letters,
four areas of skills that we should
be focussed on across our schools.
What if we reimagined STEM to
be cross curricular, rather than in
subject silos?
We believe this is what it would
look like:

• Logical reasoning
• Critical analysis
• Analytical thinking
• Data driven decision
making
• Iterative design

EDUCATED
DIGITAL NATIVES

MINDFUL
COLLABORATORS

• ICT capability
• Ethical understanding

• Personal and social
capability

• Intercultural
understanding

• Social emotional learning
• Student led learning

• Digital literacy

• Connected learners

• Digital intelligence

• Communicators

• Digital stack
• Digital citizenship
• AI / IOT / Mixed Reality /
Blockchain / Quantum
computing
• 4th industry revolution
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Online Learning Linked with
Face to Face Experiences

OUR
PROGRAM
SOLUTIONS
When you invest in a She Maps
program solution you receive
a solution that is mapped to
the Australian Curriculum, with
comprehensive teacher support
materials, lesson plans, activity
sheets and access to live support
calls. All of our solutions are tested
and continuously refined.
Our programs are designed to be
easy-entry level lessons, through to
more challenging creative problems
to stretch and engage your
students. They are all based around
real-world relevance, dealing with
STEM skills and industry application.

You can add on face-to-face professional
development training or in school programs
for students to add to the excitement and
consolidate the learning with our Certified
Instructors or Education Director.

For Students
We have 2.5-hour to 3-day edutainment
experiences with one of our Certified
Instructors for up to 30 students. Your students
will become geospatial scientists for the day,
be exposed to some great role models and
have fun as we teach STEM by stealth!

For Teachers
We take teachers from zero to hero with
our Teacher PD’s. Our most popular Teacher
PD takes up to 30 teachers through the
Classroom Drone Essentials program in a
highly engaging and hands on workshop. We
also run customised PD’s on drone mapping
with our Education Director, Dr Karen Joyce.
Your teachers will build their confidence in
being able to implement this technology in
their classroom with our support.
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CLASSROOM DRONE
ESSENTIALS

Everything you need to Bring
Micro-Drones into your Classroom

Learning Promise
We will guide you through your own learning of drone technology and
industry relevant applications and go one-step further to specifically
help you to teach it for yourself. We will investigate the safety aspects
and moral responsibilities of being a drone pilot and learn how to apply
these in the context of your classroom with micro-drones. We will help
you learn to fly manually as well as code drones for an automated aerial
survey flight mission over a constructed and hypothetical disaster zone.

Learning Outcomes
In this course, you will learn how to guide your students to:
•
•
•
•
•

Explore applications of drone technology;
Understand and act according to relevant drone regulations;
Evaluate and implement safety processes;
Manually control a drone in a safe manner;
Conceptualise a hypothetical mission based on a real-life situation
and propose ideas for its solution;
• Use coding for automated drone flight to address the mission;
• Collaborate to iterate and improve their solution; and
• Use digital storytelling and persuasive text to demonstrate
understanding.
WEEK 1 - Drone
Applications

WEEK 2-3
Learn to be a Safe Pilot

WEEK 4-5
First Flight

Drone Applications

Equipment Setup

Safety Considerations

Live Webinars

Video Demonstrations

Coding Challenge

Curriculum Mapping

Lesson Plans

Activity Sheets

Troubleshooting
Guides

Conceptual
Problem Solving

Manual Flight Skills

WEEK 6-8
Drone Applications

WEEK 9-10
Final Challenge
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Map Your Way to Becoming
a Cooler SchooL

MAP MY
SCHOOL
Learning Promise
We know that trees not only perform an important aesthetic role on
your school grounds, but they also help to keep us cool in the outdoors,
protect us from sunburn, and contribute to clean air. So how cool is
your school? We will guide you through using Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) and satellite imagery answer this question as you
and your students learn how to create, analyse, measure, map, and
communicate with geospatial.

Learning Outcomes
In this course, you will learn how to guide your students to:
• Describe the benefits of using geospatial data for providing
information relating to environmental challenges;
• Explain the difference between blue, green, and grey infrastructure;
• Use a GIS to display, create, and edit spatial data;
• Perform basic geospatial analyses;
• Communicate information using basic cartographic skills and
essential map elements;
• Troubleshoot common GIS software challenges; and
• Determine how much shade you have on your school grounds
compared to other features.

WEEK 1 - Trees
and Shade

WEEK 2 - GIS
Basics

WEEK 3-5
Creating Data

Industry Skills

Artistic Expression

Scientific Enquiry

Live Webinars

Video Demonstrations

Computer Literacy

How-to Guide

Lesson Plans

Activity Sheets

Communicating
Information

Creating and
Analysing Data

FREE Software
and Data

WEEK 6-8
Analysing Data

WEEK 9-10
Map Making
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Beyond
pretty pictures

DRONE
MAPPING
Learning Promise
When you’re ready to use drones in the outdoors to capture real
environmental data, we’re there to help you. We’ll step you through
mission planning to ensure you capture reliable image and field survey
data and make sure that you know how to process it properly. We
will guide you through using Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
as you and your students learn how to analyse, measure, map, and
communicate with the geospatial data you’ve captured.

Learning Outcomes
In this course, you will learn how to guide your students to:
• Understand the workflow required to undertake drone data capture
missions;
• Create and execute a flight plan designed for capturing mapping data;
• Design and execute a plan to capture corresponding field survey data;
• Create an orthomosaic and 3D digital surface model of your study site;
• Use a GIS to display, create, and edit spatial data; and
• Communicate information using basic cartographic skills and
essential map elements.

WEEK 1-2
Mission Planning

WEEK 3-4
Data Acquisition

Industry Skills

Artistic Expression

Scientific Enquiry

Live Webinars

Video Demonstrations

Computer Literacy

Workflows

Drone
Recommendations

Discussion Boards

Communicating
Information

Capturing and
Analysing Data

FREE Software and
Apps

WEEK 5-6
Data Pre-Processing

WEEK 7-8
Analysing Data

WEEK 9-10
Map Making
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ABOUT
OUR
PROGRAMS
In 2016, our Education Director,
Dr Karen Joyce was doing Science
Week talks in schools in Cairns,
Australia and saw the drop off
in participation of girls, between
the local Primary and Secondary
Schools, in the science activity.
After investigating the issue, and
noticing that this wasn’t a rare
occurrence, Karen set out
to make a change.
This change was to engage more
students, particularly girls, from
an early age, to help them build
confidence in STEM. Today, our
programs are taught around the
world and we are helping teachers
overcome that fear of failure with
integrating digital technology into
their classrooms.

About She Maps
She Maps’ core purpose is to increase the diversity in STEM, through the magic of drones and
geospatial technology. We provide playful learning experiences, built on a foundation of problem
solving, creative thinking, and collaboration, through the use of digital technology.
We boast the academic rigour and industry alignment that no other STEM based education
program can offer. No other company has our unique combination of brains that underpin our
programs – our Education Director is a University academic, researcher, and licensed drone
pilot, while our Managing Director is a qualified teacher and former military strategist. We have
qualified teachers talking to schools every day making sure our programs are the right fit.

5,000+

1,000+

12

25,000+

STUDENTS HAVE
PARTICIPATED IN
A PROGRAM

TEACHERS ENGAGED
IN OUR RESOURCES

COUNTRIES OUR
PROGRAM IS USED IN

MICRO DRONE
FLIGHTS

AND COUNTING...

Paul Mead

Dr Karen Joyce

hello@shemaps.com

Managing Director

Education Director

www.shemaps.com

0432 469 500

